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INTRODUCTION 

In papers (1,2) the semimicroscopic approach (SMA) to the inter
action of low energy nucleons with nuclei has been developed. This 
approach was applied to the analysis of the nucleon scattering (1,2). 
The generalization of the SMA. was used.in [3] for description of the 
interaction of the low energy cl -particles and heavy ions with nuclei. 
In the framework of the SI.IA the optical potentials (OP) and .the inel
astic transition form-factors (ITF) are constructed on the basis of the 
effective nucleon-nucleon forces having regard to the exchange and 
many-particles nucleon-nucleon correlations. It has been shown [1-3) 
that for a successful description of the experimental data including 
the nucleon and ct. -particle cross-sections the .correlations of both 
types should be taken into account. 

In the present paper the influence of the nucleon-nu?leon corre
lations on the integral·characteristics of the potential distribution 
in nuclei is investigated. The first.section deals with the SMA cal
culational scheme for the volume integrals, the mean square radii of 
the OP's, the moments of the ITF's and the parametrization of the 
transition density. The second section gives details of such matters 
as the contribution of the correlations into the integral character
istics and their energy dependence as well. In conclusion we formulate 
main results. 

1. The calculational scheme 

Here A =0 corresponds to the OP, A#) - to the ITF. The first (di
rect) term in the expr.(1) is constructed with the help of the stan
dard folding procedure (4) , in the second term the exchange nucleon
nucleon correlations are taken into consideration in the density ma
trix fo:r:malism (5). The third one includes the contribution of the 
density dependent part of the effective nucleon-nucleon forces into 
the OP's and the ITF 1 s. The last term in the exp.(1) gives the corre
lations connected with the second order terms for the static and dy
namic deformation parameters. The detailed expressions for the right
hand terms in formula (1) can be seen in papers [1,2). 



Let us discuss the choice of the effective nucleon-nucleon int
eraction. For the density independent part of the effective forces 
we use the conventional form: 

¼H ri1 ,?.,_) = V.-f(s>{a. + flt (i!f:.>+ Do-(~~) .. Da-r: cq;~)~ ~)} 
(2) 

f (.sJ = e:rp (-.s-2/at.) 
(2a) 

's= 1.1 - t2., (2b) 

We talce the values of the parameters in (2) corresponding to the 
Sclunid-Wildermuth interaction (6] on the base of which the free low 
energy N N and ot cl -scattering as well as the cluster properties of 
l~ght nuclei are successfully described. In refs. [1-J) these inter
ation was modified by introducing the density dependence in the fol
lowing form 

\_{H (P• t,,2.1.):::dy(1•{l'-) o("i.-"i.r.). (J) 

The effective nucleon-nucleon forces constructed in such a man
ner have successfully been utilized for analysis of elastic and in
elastic scattering of low energy protons, neutrons and o(, -particles 
from the nuclei in the framework of SIM in view of strong channel 
co'i.1pling [ 1-J]. As has been found out, the II d " parameter is almost 
constant within 15% accuracy for the transition from light nuclei to 208 pg nucleus. 

Let us consider the integral characteristics of the potential 
and nuclear matter distributions. For the volume integrals, mean 
square radii and moments we have by definition 

:/'1 == J f (t.) d'i ( J =f. 7/') (4) 

<t..t.>v =J urr) 't,L di/JV (5) 
00 

ff{== f f{'t) Y;i
0 

(f.,J;;)t).cfi =! fA ('l.)l',-:J.d'& • (6) 

We i~troduce the normalized multipole moments [7] 

Q_-J =a f /J-1 
.il q.,. · (7) 

It is interesting to analyse the ratio of multipole moments for 
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the potential und matter distributions, namely, 
' 

~) = Q: /~ = ~; /tt,{ .Jf/J'lf. (8) 

Satcher has c;ot the relationship betv,een the geometries of the densi
ty and the pote~tial distribution (al The so-called Satcher•s theorem 
was formulated in (7] • In accordance with the mentioned theorem for 
the case of effective finite ranee forces with arbitrary radial dep
endence the normalized multipole moments for the potential and matter 
distributions are equal for any .A • This is true for only when the 
exchange nucleon-nucleon correlations and density dependence of effec;.. 
tive forces are not taken into consideration, i.e., only for the "di
rr,ct" term in the exp. ( 1). Thus the analysis of ~ ~ makes it possible 
to find out how essential are the "breakings" of Satcher• s·· theorem. 

The calculations of integraJ. characteristics (4)-(6) within the 
frames of S1iA are performed in the followinc; way: on the base of ef
fective nucleon-nucleon forces constructed in accordance with the cho-
ice mentioned above and on the base of information on matter density 
distribution in the nucleus the values of UA ('t) are calculated 
(the bU;.{p{ ) term is neglected). We use conventional parametriza-
tion for fo{'l) and J;. {'t) [9]: 

I z-C Jr, ('r..) = fo (1 + ex? T) (9) 

J. f Y-i. / 
) ('t) = fa;. "l (?je) dfo ("t.J ;dz 0== f,2,J.) - (10) 

Further the integral values are calculated in accordance with the 
eqs.(4)-(6) by using U.("l) and U)Jr,) obtained. 

II 

2. The integral character;i.stics anal;tsis • 

Let us use the above scheme of integral characteristics analysis. 
1'able 1_contains the volume inteerals, moments and mean square radii 
for the potentials calculated for the 58 Ni nucleus ( C =4.J1 fl, . 
r =0.465 F ) in the nucleon energy region from 10 ~!eY.to. 40 Mev. 

When d /:0, the density dependence of the effective forces is consi
dered (here d =500 Mev J;

6
)' while d =O represents only th~ exoh~e 

nucleon-nucleon correlations, 

Let us discuss the results obtained, One can see .. that the inciu;.. 
sion of density dependence leads to the decrease of vol~e i_ntegraJ..s 
and moments, while the mean square radii are growing. 1'his growth crui
be e::plained by 'the fact that VeJJ(f) influences mainly tlle denollii.;.; 
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E 

l•faB 

10 

17.5 

25 

32.5 

40 

Table 1. The integral §flaracteristics of the potential distribu
tion for the Nl nucleus 

'J" / 10.J. 1tx q{ /1o"p( q,~ /10s. fo~ <tl/h-.3 s 
H~B · cp 1 

cp 
/13B. q> M3B · tp 1f 

d =O d-J.o · d=o ci:fo d=o d:; o d.==o d,f:.o 

2.21 2.01 2.91 2.72 4.70 4.49 4.178 4.260 

2.15 1.94 2.82 2.63 4.50 4.29 4.174 4.258 

2.09 1.88 2.74 2.54 4.32 4.10 4.169 4-258 

2.04 1.82 2.66 2.46 I 4.16 I . 3.54 4.165 4.258 

2.00 1.78 2.60 2.39 I 4.02 3.79 4.163 4.259 
i 

nator in the exp.(5) and not the numerator. Here it should be noted 
that the.exchange nucleon-nucleon correlations and density dependence 
factor make the contributions to OP's and ITF's of opposite signs. 
The greatest changes of integral characteristics correspond to the vo
l'U!!1e integrals (about 10%), for the moments with A =2 they are about 
7% and for ). =4 they are less than 5%. In this energy region all the 
moments are decreasing with the growth of energy, the energy depen
dence is growing stronger for the higher values of ) and also taking 
into account the density dependence of ½jf • Simultaneously with that 
the energy dependence of Vejf is weakening for d. =0. 

V{e should note that the contribution of density dependence to the 
moments was also studied in paper [10]. But there the exchange nuc
leon-nucleon correlations v1ere not ta.ken into account. The influence 
of such correlations on the volume integrEJ.s of potential and on the 
moments was considered in [11] but without talcing into account the 

density dependence of Veff • 
As was mentioned above, ta.king into account both the types of 

c_orrelations is essential. The results obtained in the present paper 
are in a qualitative agreement with the conclus~ons on the energy de
pendence of !] 11 and < 'i.r,;>~ obtained in (12] in the framework of 
local density approximation of the nuclear matter theory. 

In Table 2 there are ratios of normalized~ultipole moments of 
potential and matter distributions calculated for the 58 Ni nucleus 
and for ). =2 and ).=4. One can see that the deviation of the va-
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'£ .i1=2 
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!'138 ol=o 

10 2 1.04 

.17.5 2 1.03 

·1 1.01 

25 2 1.03 

). 1.03 

32.5 2 1.02 

40 2 1.02 

) =4 

dfo d=o 

1.07 1 .12 

1.07 1 • 11 

1.02 1.07 

1.07 1.09 

1.07 1. 14 

1.Q6 1.07 

1.06 1.06 

dto 

1 .18 

1.17 

.12 

1 .16 

1.22 

1 .14 

1.13 

. 
Table 2. The ratios 
of the normalized 
multipole moments 
of the potential 
and nuclear matter 
distributions 

lues 2..:i. from the 1 i.e., the Satcher• s theorem "breaking" is not 
great. It gives the value from 1% to 7% for ~ =2 and from 6% to 22% 
for A =4 dependent on energy, density dependence account and the way 
of f;, (-r;) parametrization. This conclusion is in agreement with the 
conclusion obtained in [13] for the 154 Sm nucleus for the local 
density approximation. Let us note some peculiarities of the results 
from Table 2. The values ~.>. are increasing with the growth _ of )i 

and also taking into account the density dependence and they are dec
reasing with increasing energy. The relative contribution of manypar
ticle correlations into the values t,1 is increasing with increasing 
energy. As to the way of f>- ('r-) parametrization, the influence of f;.(Y-) 
choice on the values of ~). is balanced with the influence of den
sity dependence account. 

In papers [14,15] some efforts were made to consider the influ
ence of Ve}f density dependence factor on the value of 2}. (it was 
denoted in (14,15] as CL). But the exchange nucleon-nucleon correl
ations were not account for. Thus, it is possible to consider that 
phenomenologically the density dependence of VeJf introduced in(14,1~ 
effectiv~ly takes into account the exchange nucleon-nucleon correla
tions. The s~udy of Ci factor perfo=ed in (15] on the base of 
ol -particle scattering analysis for the large group of nuclei (from 

20 Nt. to 208 Pl ) and ..il =2, 3, 4, 5 shows that the value of CI, is 
in the region from 1.0 to 1.J (and ·is increasing for the higher l ). 
As it follows from Table 2 data,the values of 2~ are changing from 
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1.01 to 1.22. The calculations accomplished in the framework of SUA 
show that the values 2~ are weakly dependent on the mass number. 

Thus, the present semimicroscopic analysis lends support to the vali
dity of the conclusions obtained at the phenomenological level in pa
per (15] 

Let us formulate the main results: 
1. Within the frames of semimicroscopic approach to the interac

tion of low energy nucleons with- nuclei on the base of exchange nuc
leon~nucleon correlations provided by Pauli principle and manyparticle 
nucleon-nucleon correlations modelled by the density dependence of 
effective forces, the volume integrals, mea...~ square radii and moments 
of the potentials are considered. 

2. The influence of the density dependent ~actor on th~ integ
ral characteristics of potentials is investigated. It is established 

that the account of this factor leads to the decreasing of vo
lume integrals and momenta and to the increasing of mean square 
radii. 

J. The ratio of normalized multipole moments of potential and 
matter distributions is analyzed and it is shown, that the deviation 
of this value from 1 is from 1% to 22% depending on the energy, the 
density dependence of effective forces account, the way of density 
parametrization and on the multiplicity. 

4. Energy dependence of integral characteristics of the potential 
is investigated. The' inclusion of the density dependence of effective 
forces leads to the strengthening of energy dependence on the volume 
integrals and moments of potential and to the weakening of mean 
square radii energy dependence. 
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